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Abstract 

The reaction of low-energy electrons with neutral molecules to form anions plays an 

important role in chemistry, being involved in, for example, various biological and 

astrochemical processes. However, key aspects of electron–molecule interactions, such as the 

effect of incremental solvation on the initially excited electronic resonances, remain poorly 

understood. Here, 2D photoelectron spectroscopy of anionic anthracene and nitrogen-

substituted derivatives — solvated by up to 5 water molecules — reveals that for an incoming 

electron, resonances red-shift with increasing hydration; but for the anion, the excitation 

energies to the resonances remain essentially the same. These complementary points of view 

show that the observed onset of enhanced anion formation for a specific cluster size is 

mediated by a bound excited state of the anion. Our findings suggest that polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons may be more efficient at electron capture than previously predicted with 

important consequences for the ionisation fraction in dense molecular clouds. 
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Main text 

Low-energy electrons are ubiquitous initiators of chemistry in diverse environments 

ranging from biological tissue1,2 to the interstellar medium.3 Despite this ubiquity, many 

aspects of the fundamental physical chemistry that underpins electron-driven chemistry 

(EDC) remain poorly understood. One particularly important aspect of EDC concerns the 

question of how solvent molecules affect electron capture, which is critical to establishing a 

link between gas-phase (isolated) and a condensed-phase EDC. Some computational work 

has been aimed at answering this question,4–8 but experiments that probe the evolution of gas-

to-condensed phases are scarce and cannot probe mechanistic details.6,9–11 Here, a new 

method is used to uncover how incremental solvation can dramatically affect electron 

capture.  

Electron capture in an electron-molecule reaction is enabled by excited states of the 

corresponding anion.12,13 Such resonances can temporarily hold on to an incoming electron. 

As the electron’s kinetic energy is always positive, the total energy of the temporary anion 

will be above the neutral ground state. Hence, electron loss (autodetachment) is an open 

channel that typically proceeds very rapidly (<<1 ps). However, the nuclei can also move 

upon electron attachment and this can lead to internal conversion between resonances and 

ultimately to the ground state of the anion. It is the competition between nuclear dynamics 

and electron loss that determines the outcome of EDC.14 Experimentally, electron capture or 

dissociative electron attachment can be evidenced by mass-spectrometrically measuring 

anion yields that have recently shown that dissociative electron attachment can be impacted 

by solvation.6,9–11 More generally, locations and dynamics of resonances can be probed by 

electron transmission spectroscopy15 or electron energy loss spectroscopy (and its 2D 

variant)16. The extension of methods that probe the resonances directly to micro-solvated 

molecules is complicated because mass-selection is not possible for the neutral target. 
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Recently, we have developed anion 2D photoelectron spectroscopy as a complementary 

method to probe resonances.17,18 In this method, one starts from the anion and uses a photon 

to access the electron-molecule resonances. The photoelectron spectrum is then analogous to 

the electron energy loss spectrum and, by acquiring photoelectron spectra at many photon 

energies, a 2D map of the resonances and their dynamics can be constructed. A key benefit of 

the method is that the target can be mass-selected so that incremental introduction of solvent 

molecules can be studied in a controlled manner, which is critical if we wish to understand 

how solvation affects resonances. 

Here, we probe the electron capture of anthracene (C14H10) and nitrogen-substituted 

anthracene molecules at low energies. Our specific interest in these molecules is from an 

astrochemical perspective. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are prevalent in the 

interstellar medium.19,20 In dense molecular clouds, PAHs are predicted to become the main 

negative charge carrier (instead of electrons).21–24 These dark (Av > 2) and cold (10s K) dense 

clouds also contain dust and ice grains,25 where solvent molecules condense onto small 

particles often made of silicates or PAHs.26–28 The most abundant solvent is H2O
26,29 and 

heteroatoms are also commonly incorporated in PAHs.20 From a bottom-up perspective, these 

molecular ice grains can be viewed as PAH-water clusters. By studying the electron capture 

dynamics of such clusters, we aim to gain insight into the impact H2O molecules have on the 

electron capture efficiency of a small PAH. Anthracene is the smallest linear PAH with a 

positive electron affinity (EA)15 and therefore serves as an ideal system to probe such 

processes.30 Here, we apply anion 2D photoelectron imaging to show that the electron capture 

efficiency increases dramatically when a specific number of water molecules are present, and 

we reveal a new framework in which the observations can be understood. 
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Results 

Figure 1a shows the 2D photoelectron spectra for anthracene anions surrounded by 

water molecules, C14H10
−(H2O)n with n = 0 – 5. The 2D false colour maps present 

photoelectron counts as a function of the photoexcitation energy (hν) and outgoing electron 

kinetic energy (eKE). They are made up from a series of photoelectron spectra that have been 

normalised to their integrated signal to accentuate trends and to assist comparison between 

different clusters and species. Two main trends can be seen: diagonal features (eKE increases 

linearly with hv) and vertical features (eKE is approximately constant with hν). Diagonal 

features arise from the direct photodetachment of an electron to from ground or excited states 

of the neutral; vertical features arise from excitation to an electronic resonance of the anion, 

which then autodetaches. The photoexcited resonances in PAH− are the same resonances 

populated in the corresponding electron-PAH reaction, where the energy of an incoming 

electron can be approximated as hv – EA. 

The resonances in the first few eV of the continuum of C14H10
− have been 

characterised previously31 and all the photoelectron features are in close agreement with the 

available results for electron spectroscopy on C14H10.
15,32–34 Briefly, the diagonal feature at 

highest eKE corresponds to direct detachment leaving C14H10 in its ground state, S0. 

Extrapolating this feature to eKE = 0 eV yields the EA of C14H10 (0.53 eV), in agreement 

with previous work.35 A second diagonal feature starting at hv = 2.5 eV corresponds to direct 

detachment leaving C14H10 in its first excited triplet state, T1. 

The first vertical feature has an onset of hv ~ 1.1 eV and arises from photoexcitation 

to a C14H10
− resonance, which autodetaches to form electrons with a constant kinetic energy. 

We have previously shown31 that at least 2 resonances contribute to the first vertical feature, 
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where a second resonance at hv ~ 1.6 eV undergoes an internal conversion to the lower 

resonance at 1.1 eV, from which the electron then autodetaches. At higher hv, other 

resonances can be excited. 

Figure 1a also shows the 2D photoelectron spectra of C14H10
–(H2O)n with n = 1 to 5. 

Diagonal features that correspond to direct detachment can be seen but these shift toward 

lower eKE as the number of water molecules increases. Hence, larger clusters have a larger 

EA, which arises predominantly from the cohesion energy of the water molecule to the 

C14H10
– (mainly dipole-charge interaction). The measured EA for C14H10

–(H2O)1 is in 

agreement with previous work.36  

The increase in EA as a function of n is shown in Figure 2a for C14H10
–(H2O)n, where 

the ΔE represents the energy relative to S0. The cohesion energy for the first water molecule 

is approximately 240 meV and decreases with n. The energy of T1 is also included in 

Figure 1a and shows that the singlet-triplet gap remains constant.  

The hydrated clusters in Figure 1a also show vertical features. The onset of 

resonances is determined by the intersection of the autodetachment (vertical) feature with its 

corresponding direct detachment (diagonal) feature. These onsets are roughly at the same hv 

for different n, suggesting that the resonances are approximately at the same excitation 

energy relative to the anion ground state. From the perspective of an electron approaching 

C14H10(H2O)n, the resonances will thus appear at lower energy, as shown in Figure 2a. At 

n = 2, the EA of the cluster is almost degenerate with the excitation energy of the lowest 

resonance (hv ~ 1.1 eV). Hence, for n > 2, this resonance becomes a bound excited state of 

the anion.  

For n ≥ 2, a significant change is observed in the 2D photoelectron spectra at the very 

low eKE. Specifically, over the first eV above the EA, a signal peaking at eKE = 0 eV is seen 
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that has an exponentially decaying spectral profile. An example of such a spectrum is shown 

in Figure 3a for C14H10
–(H2O)3 at hv = 2.20 eV and compared to the spectrum of C14H10

– at 

the same photon energy, which shows only a very small signal eKE = 0 eV. These very low 

energy signals are commonly seen in anion photoelectron spectroscopy and are a signature of 

statistical emission of electrons from a hot anionic ground state (thermionic emission).37–39 

The apparition of thermionic emission evidences that the ground electronic state of the anion 

is reformed: 

 

PAH–(H2O)n + hv → [PAH–(H2O)n]* → [PAH–(H2O)n]hot → PAH(H2O)n + eTE
–, 

 

where [PAH–(H2O)n]* is the initial electron attachment resonance, [PAH–(H2O)n]hot is the 

anion electronic ground state, which has retained a total energy equal to hv that has been 

redistributed amongst the internal degrees of freedom, and eTE
– is the electron emitted by 

thermionic emission.  

Additional verification that the ground state is recovered can be gained from the 

appearance of signal at eKE beyond the maximum allowed EA of the cluster. Specifically, 

signal is seen to extend to an eKE that correlates with the EA of the isolated C14H10 (shown 

as dashed diagonal lines in Figure 1a). An example of such a signal is shown in Figure 3b for 

C14H10
–(H2O)3 excited at hv = 1.15 eV. This signal comes about because unimolecular decay 

of [PAH–(H2O)n]hot can also proceed by dissociation, [PAH–(H2O)n]hot → PAH–

(H2O)n−m + (H2O)m. The light field used in the experiments has a duration of ~ 5 ns and if 

dissociation occurs on a similar timescale, then a second photon can be absorbed by the 

daughter anion: 
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PAH–(H2O)n−m + hv → PAH(H2O)n−m + e–. 

 

When n = m, the photoelectron signal arising from this second photodetachment process will 

correspond to the photoelectron spectrum of C14H10
–, as shown in Figure 3b. 

We have also studied two nitrogen-substituted PAH (PANH) anions, acridine 

(C13H9N
–) and phenazine (C12H8N2

–), and their hydrated clusters, C13H9N
–(H2O)n and 

C12H8N2
–(H2O)n, with n = 1 – 5. Their 2D photoelectron spectra are shown in Figure 1b and 

c, respectively. Comparing C13H9N
– and C12H8N2

– to C14H10
– reveals qualitatively similar 

trends of direct and indirect detachment channels in the first few eV of the continuum. The 

diagonal feature shows that the inclusion of the N atom increases the EA to 0.89 eV40 and 

1.22 eV41 for C13H9N and C12H8N2, respectively (c.f. 0.53 eV for C14H10). The first 

observable vertical features are shifted towards slightly higher hv. The emission profile of the 

vertical features, and therefore autodetachment dynamics, appear broadly similar for all 

species. The energies of all the electronic states derived from Figures 1b and c are shown in 

Figures 2b and c.  

The adsorption of water molecules onto the PANH anions leads to similar trends as 

seen for C14H10
–(H2O)n. The EA increases with increasing n as shown in Figure 2b and c 

while the excitation energy to the resonances remains essentially constant. Thermionic 

emission is apparent for PANH–(H2O)n and has an onset for C13H9N
–(H2O)n at n ≥ 2 and for 

C12H8N2
–(H2O)n at n ≥ 1. Also apparent from Figure 1 is that the range over which the ground 

state is recovered increases with number of N atoms. 
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Discussion 

Electron scattering calculations have suggested that solvation has a significant effect 

on electron capture resonances.4–8 Fundamentally, our data do not disagree with this. From 

Figure 2, resonances appear at lower energies as the extent of solvation increases. However, 

from the perspective of the anion, a different view emerges, as illustrated in Figure 4. The 

energy gaps between the observed anion (doublet) states remains essentially constant with n. 

Hence, from the perspective of the anion, the energetics of the resonances do not change and 

the anion’s electronic structure appears to be insensitive to solvation. The same is also 

observed for the PANHs in Figures 2b and c, even though the interaction with H2O has 

changed for these anions as C13H9N has a dipole and both C13H9N and C13H8N2 have lone-

pair orbitals that contribute to the electronic structure.  

While the differing perspectives of the same process (Figure 4) offer much insight, it 

is important to note that there are caveats that prevent a direct correlation of anion 

photoelectron spectroscopy as a probe for electron-molecule reactions. Specifically, the initial 

geometries are different in both cases.17 For the bare anion this difference is relatively 

small,31 but in the presence of H2O molecules, there will be differences as the H2O reorient to 

stabilise the charge in the anion. Nevertheless, upon electron attachment to a resonance and 

the formation of a temporary negative ion, H2O will reorient to stabilise the resonance. 

Hence, the EA will increase as consequence of the dynamics of H2O and if complete 

reorganisation is possible, then the anion picture becomes valid. The librational motion of 

H2O can be very fast (<<100 fs),42 especially in interstellar ices based on its observed 

frequency at ~1000 cm−1,43 suggesting that reorientation can be competitive with 

autodetachment. 
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Given the insensitivity of the electronic structure of the PAH anion to solvation, why 

should the electron capture probability change so abruptly at a specific n? The energetics 

summarised in Figure 2 and 4 offer a clear explanation. As the lowest resonance decreases in 

energy with increasing n (from the perspective of an electron-molecule reaction), it becomes 

a bound state at some n because the EA is increasing. For C14H10
–(H2O)n, this occurs when 

n > 2 and appears to be directly correlated with the large enhancement of thermionic emission 

(ground state formation of the anion). The same argument holds for the studied PANHs. For 

C13H8N2
–(H2O)n, the number of water molecules required to render the electron resonance a 

bound excited state is smaller as shown in Figure 2c, because the electron affinity of C13H8N2 

is larger.  

A bound excited state of the anion can facilitate electron capture in two ways. First, 

vibrational levels of the bound state remain above threshold (vibrational resonances) and 

these could accept the low-energy incoming electron. Rapid intramolecular vibrational 

redistribution can then inhibit autodetachment so that internal conversion to the ground 

electronic state can become the dominant decay path. Second, in the case of the PAHs studied 

here, a low energy electron can populate the higher-lying resonance (D2 in Figure 2). For 

C14H10
–, we have shown that this resonance internally converts to the D1 resonance.31 From 

the D1 resonance, the electron is lost but, when D1 becomes bound at n > 2, this 

autodetachment channel is closed and internal conversion to the ground state will dominate. 

This is shown schematically in Figure 4. The bound electronic state of the anion acts as an 

intermediate to form the ground electronic state of C14H10
–(H2O)n>2. Large enhancements of 

electron capture mediated by bound electronic states has previously been observed for a 

quinone derivative.44 

Figure 1 shows that the resonances are not limited to a very narrow energy range. In 

dense molecular clouds, electrons thermalise to their surrounding temperature of a few 10s K 
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so that the electron energies are very low and in general < 100 meV.3 Figure 1 clearly shows 

that there are a range of energies, including the very low electron energies, over which 

electron capture will be efficient. This is particularly the case for the N-substituted PAH 

clusters, which show efficient thermionic emission over a very wide range of electron impact 

energies. 

The above conclusions could affect the fractional abundance of PAH− in dense 

molecular clouds. Models predict that PAHs become the dominant carrier of negative charge 

with nC > 30, where the number of carbon atoms in the PAHs, nC, is a determining factor to 

predict the electron attachment rate.21–24 Our results show that the availability of a bound 

state of the anion is also likely to be an important factor, as well as any micro-environment. 

Such factors are not presently included in models. Moreover, the dominant depletion 

mechanism for PAH− in these models is photodetachment. Figure 1 shows that this process is 

in fact inhibited in the presence of solvent molecules because the resonance population can 

reform the ground state of the anion. The combined effects of additional PAH− formation 

pathways together with a reduced destruction rate will lead to a higher abundance of PAH−. 

From an astronomical perspective, the enhanced ability of PAHs to mop up and hold onto a 

negative charge shifts the overall ionisation fraction in dense molecular clouds, which is a 

determining factor in star formation.45,46 Specifically, the ionisation fraction will be decreased 

because PAHs are much more efficient at neutralising cations than electrons are. The 

exothermicity of neutralisation reactions is: (1) offset by the positive electron affinity of the 

PAH; and (2) redistributed amongst the internal degrees of freedom of the PAH, making it 

less likely to dissociate a cation.47 With regards to both these points, the addition of solvent 

molecules increases both EA and the ability to absorb excess energy, not only because there 

are more degrees of freedom but also because the cluster can evaporate the solvent molecules 

as shown in Figure 3b. Given that the average energy of electrons in a molecular cloud is 
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< 100 meV, evaporation of a single water molecule will remove ~ 200 meV, which is 

sufficient to form a stable anion.  

In conclusion, we have shown that anion 2D photoelectron spectroscopy offers new 

opportunities to probe electron-driven chemistry in complex environments. Electron 

attachment can be dramatically enhanced by the presence of water molecules because of the 

formation of an anion bound state as the resonances decrease in energy with increased 

solvation. While resonance energies change from the viewpoint of an electron-molecule 

reaction, they do not from the anion’s perspective. We speculate that this concept could be 

quite general and may apply to many other electron-molecule reactions, especially those 

involving π* resonances. This is supported by our finding that the electronic structure of the 

anions studied here is insensitive to solvation despite the chemical substitutions introduced. 

Our findings may also apply to other solvents. Water is generally a strongly interaction 

solvent, especially with anions, but this does not appear to have impacted the anion’s 

electronic structure. Hence, the increased electron capture probability in the presence of H2O 

may also be a feature for other molecules present in typical ice grains (e.g. CO, CO2, NH3, 

MeOH). The anions formed are open-shell (radical) species and are thus reactive and likely to 

be important sources of reactivity with all elements present to form prebiotic molecules. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1: 2D photoelectron spectra of PA(N)H water cluster anions.  Photoelectron 

spectra of a anthracene (C14H10), b acridine (C13H9N) and c phenazine (C12H8N2) anions and 

their clusters with n water molecules. Photoelectron spectra have been recorded with hv 

increments of 50 meV for a and 100 meV increment for b and c. Each photoelectron 

spectrum has been normalised to its total signal intensity. Figure 1 is constructed from a total 

of 754 photoelectron images. Dashed lines represent the expected electron kinetic energy for 

photoelectrons ejected to form the ground and first (triplet) excited states of the neutral if no 

water molecules were present. Resonances can be identified by deviations from diagonal 

photoelectron signal trends. For the three molecules, the position of the resonances with 

increasing n remain essentially the same. For (C14H10)
–
n ≥ 2, (C13H9N)–

n ≥ 2, and (C12H8N2)
–
n ≥ 1, 

a new and intense photoelectron feature appears at very low kinetic energy (thermionic 

emission) that highlights the regeneration of the anionic ground state from the excited 

resonances. 

 

Figure 2: Energies of electronic states of PA(N)H water cluster anions. Energies are 

derived from Figure 1 and are presented relative to S0 for a C14H10
–, b C13H9N

– and c 

C12H8N2
– as a function of the cluster size, n. Circles represent neutral states (S0 and T1) 

formed upon direct photodetachment; squares represent the ground and excited states of the 
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anion (respectively D0 and D1, D2, Di, Dj), where D1 is the lowest-lying resonance. The 

uncertainty in the position of the resonances is on the order of ±0.1 eV. Lines are guides for 

the eyes and the grey shaded area represents the lowest electron detachment continuum. As n 

increases, the energy of the resonances decreases with respect to S0. However, the energy 

gaps between the resonances and the D0 state remains approximately equal (i.e. they are 

parallel). When the energy of D1 energy becomes lower than that of S0, the D1 resonance 

becomes a bound state of the anion and can facilitate electron capture. 

 

Figure 3: Photoelectron spectra of C14H10
– and C14H10

–(H2O)3. Photoelectron spectra 

recorded at a hν = 2.20 eV and b 1.15 eV. The appearance of thermionic emission is seen in a 

for C14H10
–(H2O)3. Photodetachment from C14H10

– by a second photon is highlighted in b 

following the initial photodetachment from C14H10
–(H2O)3. Both thermionic emission and 

fragmentation evidence the formation of the anionic ground state following excitation 

indicating that the resonances accessed at these photon energies are efficient at electron 

capture. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic of electron capture process by a PAH in the presence of water 

molecules. Electron capture process is shown from the perspective of the anion following 

photoexcitation (left) and the neutral following electron excitation (right). The anion ground 

state (blue solid line), the neutral ground state (black dotted line) and the anion resonances 

(red solid line) energetics are shown as a function of solvation. Vertical downward arrows 

(yellow) indicate electron emission and wiggly arrows (green) show internal conversion. 

From the anion’s viewpoint, the excitation energies remain the same, but from the neutral’s 

perspective, electron-molecule resonances decrease in energy. These complementary views 
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demonstrate how electron-molecule resonances decrease with solvation, ultimately leading to 

a bound state that mediates electron capture. 

 

 

Methods 

Anionic water clusters of anthracene (C13H10), acridine (C13H9N) and phenazine (C12H8N2) 

were produced in a molecular beam source.48 The solid samples were heated to ~480 K in a 

heated pulsed valve and its vapour pressure was seeded in Ar at a pressure of 3 bar with H2O 

present by adding a drop of water to the carrier gas line. The mixture was expanded into 

vacuum and crossed by an electron beam (300 eV), forming anions (as well as cations and 

neutrals). The vibrational temperature of the ions is likely to be on the order of a few 10s K as 

they are effectively cooled in the supersonic expansion and water molecules condense onto 

the PAH. Anions were extracted from the expansion using a perpendicular time-of-flight 

mass-spectrometer. At the focus of the mass-spectrometer, a specific m/z anion packet was 

irradiated with light from a nanosecond Nd:YAG pumped OPO. Emitted photoelectrons were 

projected onto a position sensitive detector using a velocity map imaging spectrometer.49 The 

resolution was on the order of 3% (ΔeKE/eKE) and all spectra were calibrated using iodide. 

Photoelectron images were reconstructed to offer the corresponding spectra using polar onion 

peeling.50 

 

References (for methods) 
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Data Availability 

The raw photoelectron images that are used to construct Figure 1, together with their 

photoelectron spectra, are available at doi:10.5281/zenodo.4314369. All other results are 

derived from these data. 

 

Code Availability 

Photoelectron images have been analysed using polar onion peeling, which is available at 

https://www.github.com/adinatan/PolarOnionPeeling (Matlab version) or 

http://www.verlet.net/research.html (Labview version). 

 

 


